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PROJECT OVERVIEW
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BALTO (Be an Advocate for pubLic TransportatiOn)

• Objective
– Identify the challenges typical of complex public transit trips often endured 

by low-income urban families 
• Target population

– Baltimore City residents living in lower-income neighborhoods 
• Approach

– Develop a smartphone app to collect door-to-door transit information 
• Passively collects geolocation data (during trips)
• Administers surveys about the trips
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Participation Steps 
• Download app and register
• Prior to going on a trip:

– Enter route information (type of transit, transfers, 
destination)

– Press “start trip” 
• During a trip:

– Answer a survey(s) via the app 
• At the end of the trip

– Press “finish”
• Repeat for each trip
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BALTO App
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BALTO Surveys 
• Administered for 

each trip segment
• Questionnaire

– 1 overall satisfaction 
rating (10-point scale)

– 7 trip attribute ratings 
(5-point scales)

– 1 open item (“anything 
else…?”)
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Design Challenges
• Length of data collection period

– Tradeoff between user burden and data quantity…

• How to structure incentive payment (when some 
participants complete more surveys and 
participate for longer than others)
– fixed payment, per survey, per day of participation… 

• When to trigger surveys
– during trip, immediately after each trip, end of day...
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Decided to ask 
participants to record 
trips of two weeks 

Designed an 
experiment to test 
these different 
approaches. 



2 x 2 Factorial Design
• Factor 1: Incentive payment

– A. $2 for each survey completed on time (Max: $56 for the whole study 
period)

– B. $4 per day with at least one survey completed on time (Max: $56 for 
the whole study period)

• Factor 2: Timing of surveys
– A. In-trip: survey invitation is sent at the time when a participant is taking 

a trip, approximately three stops before the pre-declared stop is reached*
– B. End-of-trip: survey invitation is sent immediately after a participant 

completes a trip
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*circular geofences were setup around the transit stops, making it possible to determine if a 
participant is at (or near) a particular stop



RECRUITMENT
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“Asynchronous” recruitment
• Focused on 9 lower-income 

neighborhoods (census tracts) in 
different parts of the city

• Address-Based Sampling
• Stratified random sample of 2,800 

addresses from households 
flagged to have at least one 
Android device (M-S-G)

• ~40% cell phone match rate; of these 
matches, ~50% flagged as Android
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Invitation Materials
• Invitations sent in September 2023 
• Initial mailing consisted of:

– Short “formal” invitation letter
– 2-page information sheet
– $2 incentive in the envelope 

• Two postcard reminders 
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“In-person” recruitment
• “In-person” recruitment

– In October-December 2023, participant recruitment was done by 
distributing fliers at 11 tabling events

– Effort was led by “The Central Maryland Transportation Alliance”, a non-
academic partner 

– Number of flyers distributed = 116
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
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Participation – Number of Participants
• Step 1: app download and registration

– n = 105 

• Step 2: record trips on public transit
– n = 24 (after removing illegitimate trips*)

• Step 3: answer one or more surveys
– n = 19 

• In-trip/$2: n = 7; In-trip/$4: n = 6; End-of-trip/$2: n = 3; End-of-trip/$4: n = 3 

Overall participation rate < 1%
Participation rate conditional on downloading the app = 18%

17*trip was initiated, but it was not taken according to geolocation data 



Participation – Number of Events
• Trips 

– n = 230 

• Trip segments (each of which triggers a survey)
– n = 282

• Completed surveys
– n = 210 

Response rate = 74%
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Trip Level Information
• Survey responses
• Passive measurement

– Origin, destination (based on geolocation data)
– Time of day
– Timing data at level of transit stop
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Opportunities for different types of analysis. For 
example, trip duration or trip satisfaction by origin, 
destination, time of day, etc. 



Response Quality 
• Correlation between mean attribute score and overall rating  

– 0.74

• Straightlining on 7 trip attribute questions 
– 80/210 (38%)

• Surveys with open responses (not counting “no” or “na”)
– 25/210 (12%)
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Expanding Participation Recruitment
• Snowball sampling – $10 incentive for participants who recruit a 

future participant  
• Advertisements on buses/trains
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DISCUSSION 
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Benefits and Challenges
• Nonparticipation

– Challenge of getting individuals to download app, and of getting those 
individuals to use that app to record trips

– Conditional on completing those two steps, the response rate was 
relatively high (74%), though some trips may not have been recorded

• Measurement 
– Passively collected information (time waiting at each transit stop) that 

would be difficult to collect via self reports
– in situ measurement of trip satisfaction

• Social impact
– Results will be shared with the community. Goal is to start a conversation 

among the stakeholders involved: residents, advocacy groups and 
decision-makers. 23



Unresolved Design Questions
• Implications of automatically logging trips vs. user-initiated trips

– Considerations: user privacy, burden, nonparticipation

• What are the data quality and cost tradeoffs with other modes?
– Considerations: extent to passive data collected by app helps answer 

important research questions; measurement properties of in situ reports 
vs. retrospective reports
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